High-quality factor, high-confinement microring resonators in 4H-silicon carbide-on-insulator
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Abstract: Silicon carbide (SiC) exhibits promising material properties for nonlinear integrated optics. We report on a SiC-on-insulator platform based on crystalline 4H-SiC and demonstrate high-confinement SiC microring resonators with sub-micron waveguide cross-sectional dimensions. The Q factor of SiC microring resonators in such a sub-micron waveguide dimension is improved by a factor of six after surface roughness reduction by applying a wet oxidation process. We achieve a high Q factor (73,000) for such devices and show engineerable dispersion from normal to anomalous dispersion by controlling the waveguide cross-sectional dimension, which paves the way toward nonlinear applications in SiC microring resonators.

1. Introduction

Tremendous effort has been made in the last decade to develop integrated nonlinear platforms using different materials including Si$_3$N$_4$ [1], Hydex [2], Diamond [3], AlN [4], AlGaAs [5], etc. Silicon Carbide (SiC) also exhibits promising material properties as a platform for nonlinear applications. Its quadratic ($\chi^{(2)}$) nonlinearity is 30 pm/V [6] and the Kerr nonlinearity is on the order of $10^{-18}$ m$^2$/W [7]. Benefiting from the high nonlinearities, different applications have been demonstrated in SiC such as second harmonic generation [8], parametric frequency conversion [9] and self-phase modulation [10]. Besides the large nonlinearities, SiC has a high refractive index (2.6 around 1550 nm), a wide bandgap (2.4 - 3.2 eV depending on different polytypes of SiC [11]) which can avoid two-photon absorption (TPA) at telecom wavelengths (e.g., around 1550 nm), a large transparent window ($0.37 - 5.6 \mu$m [12]) and high thermal conductivity (480 m$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$ [13]). Moreover, point defects in SiC have been exploited for single-photon sources for quantum applications [14, 15].

To realize integrated waveguides in SiC, a thin high quality SiC film should be fabricated with a low-index cladding (e.g. air or glass). Among more than 200 polytypes of different crystalline SiC materials, 3C-, 4H- and 6H-SiC are the common ones which are commercially available. However, 3C-SiC is the most commonly used polytype as it can be epitaxially grown films on silicon substrates, while the others are only available as crystalline bulk wafers. Microresonators are key components for enhancing the efficiency of nonlinear processes [16,17]. SiC/Si microring resonators [18,19] were demonstrated, however, the quality factor (Q) is relatively low (~ 24000) due to a high material absorption induced by the growth-induced stacking defects. High Qs have so far only been achieved in SiC microdisks [20] and micro-donut resonators [21] where the resonant modes have relatively large effective mode areas (a few square micrometer). For nonlinear processes, not only are high Q microresonators critical, but a small effective...
mode area is also desirable for large effective nonlinearity enhancement, which requires small cross-sectional dimensions. Another advantage of high confinement waveguides is flexibility in dispersion engineering. The material dispersion of bulk SiC is normal \((-10^{7}\text{ps/nm/km})\) at telecom wavelength of 1550 nm. Anomalous dispersion can be readily achieved due to the large index contrast, which is critical for many applications such as Kerr comb generation [22], supercontinuum generation [23,24], extreme pulse self-compression [25], Raman self-frequency shift [26], etc. However, it is challenging to realize high-confinement waveguides with low loss, because the SiC etching is not a trivial process and the guided light in such waveguides is very sensitive to the surface roughness induced by any fabrication imperfection.

In this paper, we report microring resonators in 4H-silicon carbide-on-insulator (SICOI) realized through the smart-cut technique [27] since 4H-SiC is commercially available and offers higher crystal quality [10]. We applied a wet oxidation process to reduce the surface roughness, which increases the Q by a factor of six. We achieve a Q of 73,000, which is the highest Q achieved in SiC microring resonators with a sub-micron waveguide cross-sectional dimension. The achieved sub-micron dimension enables both strong light confinement and efficient dispersion engineering for SiC waveguides.

2. Device fabrication and characterization

The fabrication process of a SICOI wafer started from implantation of the 4H bulk SiC wafer with 170 keV \(H^+\) species. \(H^+\) peak concentration was simulated to be at 1.1 \(\mu\text{m}\) under the wafer surface. The silicon carrier wafer was then thermally oxidized to grow a 2 \(\mu\text{m}\) thick silicon dioxide layer. After cleaning of both wafers, they were bonded together by using direct wafer bonding. The bonded wafers were then annealed at around 850 \(^\circ\text{C}\) to split the thin SiC film from the bulk SiC wafer. The measured root mean square (RMS) roughness of SiC after splitting is \(\sim 5.27\) nm, which will induce large scattering for high confinement waveguides. While the roughness of the SiC surface can be reduced by chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) [28]. The linear loss of sub-micron waveguides is also highly dependent on the sidewall roughness, especially for the fundamental transverse electric (TE) mode. To reduce the roughness on both top surface and sidewalls, we applied a wet oxidation processes before and after the SiC waveguide patterning process, leading to significant improvements in surface roughness. Three device samples were fabricated to investigate the influence of the surface roughness on the performance of SiC microring resonators. The SiC layer on sample 1 and sample 2 was thinned down by a dry etching process from 1.1 \(\mu\text{m}\) to 500 nm and 600 nm, respectively, while sample 3 was thinned down to 600 nm by a wet oxidation process. Two times six hours’ wet oxidation processes were operated at 1100 \(^\circ\text{C}\), where the average oxidation rate of SiC was \(\sim 0.72\) nm/min and hydrofluoric acid was used after each oxidation step to remove SiO\(_2\). The device fabrication on the SICOI wafers started from electron beam lithography (EBL) with a multi-pass process [29,30]. A 600 nm thick electron-beam resist layer (hydrogen silsesquioxane) was spun on the SICOI wafer as the etching mask. The device pattern in the three samples was transferred to the SiC layer in an inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) machine using fluorine-based gases (\(SF_6\)). The selectivity to the etching mask is 1.4 with an etch rate of 140 nm/min. After removing HSQ residues on top of the waveguides, only sample 2 and 3 were applied with an additional wet oxidized for extra two hours to smoothen the waveguide surfaces (incl. the top and sidewall surfaces). This oxidation process also thinned down the SiC waveguide from 600 nm to 500 nm, which made the final waveguide thickness the same in all three samples. Because of the consumption of SiC material in the extra oxidation process, the waveguide widths for sample 2 and sample 3 were designed differently compared to sample 1 at the EBL step in order to have the same final waveguide width. Figures 1(a)–1(c) are atomic force microscopy (AFM) pictures of the SiC waveguide top surfaces of the three samples with the measured RMS roughness being 2.98 nm, 1.34 nm, and 0.72 nm, respectively. In the end, all samples were cladded with SiO\(_2\) by
Low-Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD) followed by Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD).

To test the performance of the devices, microring resonators with a 16.5-µm radius (Fig. 2(a)) were fabricated on the three samples and characterized. Figure 2(b) shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of the coupling region of a SiC microring resonator with a 175 nm bus-to-ring gap. Figure 2(c) shows the SEM picture of a cross section of a fabricated SiC waveguide, at which the cross-sectional dimension is 750 × 500 nm². The samples were cleaved to form input and output facets, where inverse nano-tapers with 190 nm width tip (linearly tapered from bus waveguide width) enable efficient fiber-to-chip coupling for characterization [31]. Lensed fibers with a spot size of 3.5 µm were used to couple light in and out of the chips and the output was sent to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), showing a coupling loss of 3.5 dB/facet across all devices.

Figures 3(a) and 3(e) show normalized transmission spectra of the resonators for the fundamental transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes, respectively. The insets in Figs. 3(a) and 3(e) are simulated mode profiles with an effective mode area of 0.37 µm² and 0.34 µm² for fundamental TE and TM modes, where the effective mode areas are 5-10 times smaller than previously reported results [10,20]. Figures 3(b)–3(d) and 3(f)–3(h) are measured normalized spectra of the TE and TM mode resonances of resonators fabricated under different processes as described in Fig. 1. All devices operated in under-coupled conditions and solid lines show Lorentzian fitting of those resonances. The intrinsic quality factor ($Q_{\text{int}}$) is calculated by using the equation $Q_{\text{int}} = 2Q_{\text{load}}/(1 + \sqrt{T_0})$ for under-coupled devices [32], where $Q_{\text{load}}$ is the measured loaded $Q$ and $T_0$ is the fraction of transmitted power at resonance wavelength. To extract $Q_{\text{int}}$, we characterized multiple devices for each fabrication condition and found estimated intrinsic $Q$s for the fundamental TE modes were $(0.9 \pm 0.3) \times 10^4$, $(4.8 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4$ and $(7.1 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4$, respectively. Similarly, the estimated intrinsic $Q$s for the fundamental
TM modes were \((0.9 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4\), \((4.3 \pm 0.5) \times 10^4\) and \((5.4 \pm 0.4) \times 10^4\), respectively. The extracted intrinsic Qs indicate that the applied wet oxidation process not only reduces top surface roughness, but also significantly improves the sidewall roughness of SiC waveguides, leading to an improvement of the Q value of a factor of six, which cannot normally be achieved by CMP. To investigate the loss limit of current devices, we also fabricated 16.5-\(\mu\)m radius microring resonators with waveguide widths of 350 nm and 1065 nm. The extracted intrinsic Qs of TE modes for these microring resonators are \((6.5 \pm 0.3) \times 10^4\) and \((7.5 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4\), respectively. Therefore, we expect that the current loss is mainly due to the material absorption, which could possibly come from the defects produced during implantation. In order to further improve the performance of SiCOI devices, the crystalline quality of the SiC thin film can be improved by H\(^+\) implantation at elevated temperatures [33] or post annealing at a higher temperature to minimize the residual defect losses.

3. Dispersion engineering in high confinement SiC waveguides

Engineering of group velocity dispersion (GVD) is essential for many applications, especially in parametric oscillators or broadband Kerr comb generation [34], where anomalous dispersion with small dispersion slope is desirable [22]. High confinement waveguides are not only beneficial to dispersion engineering due to the large index contrast, but they can also enhance the effective nonlinearity \(\gamma\), as it is highly dependent on effective mode area as expressed by \(2n_2/\lambda A_{\text{eff}}\), where \(n_2\), \(\lambda\) and \(A_{\text{eff}}\) are the nonlinear refractive index, operation wavelength and effective mode area, respectively. A large effective nonlinearity on the order of \(10\ \text{W}^{-1}\text{m}^{-1}\) can be expected in a cross-sectional area of \(750 \times 500\ \text{nm}^2\) waveguide. Moreover, only a single to a few modes exist in high confinement waveguides, which can avoid detrimental mode interactions [35]. The dispersion of SiC microring resonators is measured with the experimental setup shown in Fig. 4. The continuous-wave (CW) light was generated by a tunable external-cavity laser (ECL) and split into two paths. The CW light was launched into the SiCOI photonic chip in one path, where the polarization controller (PC) was used to align the output from the lensed fiber to the TE or TM mode of the waveguide. The output from the chip was detected by a photodiode (PD) which was
Fig. 4. Schematic view of the dispersion measurement setup for SiCOI microring resonators. The experimental setup consists of the continuous wave generated by an external cavity laser (ECL) coupled to a free space cavity (FSC) and a SiCOI photonic chip through a 1:10 splitter. A polarization controller (PC) is used to adjust the polarization of the output from the lensed fiber. The output of the FSC and the chip are detected by two photodiodes (PDs) which are connected to an oscilloscope.

connected to an oscilloscope. In the other path, the CW light was coupled into a free space cavity (FSC) with 100 MHz free spectral range (FSR) with a finesse around 1000 leading to a linewidth of 100 kHz. An isolator was used to avoid any reflection from FSC to ECL. The output from the FSC was detected by a PD connected to the oscilloscope. The frequency axis was calibrated using the FSC transmission signal, since the dispersion in FSC is very low. The reliability of this method was verified by measuring the GVD of a commercial fiber loop cavity whose GVD value is well known. In this way, the resonant wavelengths of each microring resonator can be determined accurately.

The dispersion of the microring resonator can be obtained by comparing the FSR at different wavelengths. The resonance frequencies of one mode family around \( \omega_0 \) in a resonator can be approximated as a Taylor expansion [36]:

\[
\omega_\mu = \omega_0 + \mu D_1 + \mu^2 D_2 / 2! + \mu^3 D_3 / 3! + \ldots
\]  

(1)

where \( \mu \) is the relative mode number, \( D_1 / 2\pi \) is the FSR of the microring resonator, \( D_2 \) is related to the GVD parameter \( \beta_2 \) as \( D_2 = -(c/n)D_1^2 \beta_2 \), and \( D_3 \) and higher are related to higher-order dispersion. To extract the GVD, we measured the transmission of 1004-\( \mu \)m long racetrack microring resonators (consist of 16.5-\( \mu \)m radius curved waveguide and 900-\( \mu \)m long straight waveguide parts) as more resonances exist in such resonators, where more data points can assist better fitting. The integrated dispersion \( D_{\text{int}}(\mu) \) relative to center wavelength mode at \( \mu = 0 \) can be expressed as [36]:

\[
D_{\text{int}}(\mu) = \omega_\mu - (\omega_0 + D_1 \mu) = \mu^2 D_2 / 2! + \mu^3 D_3 / 3! + \ldots
\]  

(2)

where \( \mu = 0 \) is designated to be around 1580 nm in our measurement since scanned wavelength was from 1530 nm to 1630 nm. To show the effects of dispersion engineering, we fabricated 1004-\( \mu \)m long racetrack microring resonators with different widths including 350 nm, 750 nm and 1065 nm while the SiC layer thickness was kept at 500 nm. Figure 5(a) shows the calculated GVD for the fundamental TE (solid) and TM modes (dashed). Circles and triangles are data points of GVD values of the fundamental TE mode of waveguide width of 350 nm, 750 nm and 1065 nm, respectively. Parabolic fits to data points featuring \( D_2 \) around -40 MHz, 5 MHz and 3.5 MHz correspond to GVD values around -2010 ps/nm/km, 350 ps/nm/km and 180 ps/nm/km for the fundamental TE mode of waveguide width of 350 nm, 750 nm and 1065 nm, respectively. The GVD of SiC waveguides can be engineered from the normal dispersion regime to anomalous
dispersion regime by using different cross-sectional waveguide dimensions. The mode crossings are clearly shown for the waveguide widths of 750 nm and 1065 nm. We believe that the mode crossings come from the interactions between TE and TM mode and such polarization mode crossings could be attributed to the slant sidewall (80° in this case) [37]. All measured GVD values fit well with calculated results when 25 nm waveguide width fabrication variations are taken into account. The GVD measurement shows the dispersion of high confinement SiC waveguides can be tuned from normal dispersion to anomalous, which fulfills the requirements of many nonlinear applications [22, 23, 25, 26].

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we report high-Q, high-confinement microring resonators on a SiCOI platform realized through a smart-cut process. The fabrication process has been optimized for this platform, where we obtained an intrinsic Q of 73,000 for microring resonators with sub-micron cross-sectional area. We are able to engineer the dispersion of high confinement SiC waveguides from normal dispersion to anomalous dispersion by tuning the width of the waveguides. The dispersion engineering ability and strong light confinement in such SiC waveguides show promising prospects in efficient nonlinear processes for various applications.
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